
Family and friends thought I was mad, "are you sure you want to go?!"  

So before I set off, maps and photos I did show, 

  

I was pretty nervous, that I'll admit, 

But there's no way it's a set up, it's gotta be ligit, 

 

It all started at Heathrow, set for the adventure, 

I lost my phone in the airport, as I'm of a dizzy nature,  

 

Another Airport trauma, in Mumbai I was stuck,  

Being unprepared at passport control, required some luck,  

 

Arriving in Bhubaneswar, I thought the hardest parts were done, 

Then I found my taxi, the character building had begun,  

 

Towels for seats, and no seat belts to be seen, 

I'm not going to lie, I really wasn't keen, 

 

The driver spoke no English, a train station? He said,   

He knew nothing of the direction, but regardless off he sped, 

 

After arguing for hours, and speaking to his friends on the phone,  

I finally got there, 'a railway' station he would have known, 

  

Waiting at the train station, stressed was not word,  

The attention I got, was just beyond absurd, 

 

My Gram Vikas car arrived, get in here we go, 

Through the villages we trailed, excited I was so, 

 

Maddie on my arrival, I'm pretty sure you saved the day, 

I'd immediately made a good friend, that was safe to say, 

 

My room was set up, so the trek to dinner began,  

Hearing Gram Vikas horror stories, the alarm bells rang, 

 

I have to thank James in the beginning, for being a fellow wimp, 

Everyone here seemed so brave, we were definitely the weak link, 



Arriving at the mess, I realised how many language barriers I'd face,  

Although being introduced to Cormac, really set the pace, 

 

I realised smiling and nodding, was the way to go, 

And that I did, seemingly more and more so.  

 

I remember getting into bed that night, mosquito net tucked in,  

Knowing what I'd let myself in for, thinking my survival chances were slim,  

 

I remember meeting Rohan, and on the bike we went,  

With health and safety out the window, many prayers were sent, 

 

My first day at the school, finding a snake in the gym,  

I think I coped pretty well , a personal win,  

 

When the working week is done, I knew not what was in store,  

Heading into the local town, to shop, eat and explore, 

 

Internationals loose in Berhampur, the bald, tattooed and blonde, 

What a combination, the locals were very fond, 

 

It was time for team bonding, after a hard few hours shopping, 

So we'd squash into an auto ric, blood circulation stopping,  

 

Chilling on my first Sunday, the volleyball commenced 

Yuona with the salmon, competitiveness had been sensed, 

 

Rohan and James as team mates, my gosh what a pair, 

Throughout my stay too often, found bickering about their hair, 

 

What are my stand out moments? Trust me there's been a few, 

Most I have enjoyed, but some have been scary too,  

 

One night I could hear a noise in my room, a snake, a rat, a lizard? 

There's these moments in life, you wish you were a wizard, 

 

Cormac must be mad for teaching me to drive the scooter,  

Steering, breaking, dodging cows and how to use the hooter,  



Never will I forget the night when Sam shaved Maddie’s head,  

I thought who is this crazy girl, rather her than me instead, 

 

The trips to our friend Raju, became a daily guilty pleasure, 

Some call him a chicken whisperer, opening the gate at his own leisure,  

 

The weightlifting tournament looked amazing, the day was a great success,  

The performances were outstanding, but I wouldn't expect less, 

 

The morning sessions have been great, the kids are so much fun,  

I have been more than ready for bed, when the day is done, 

 

Meals at the mess, have been my daily trauma,  

Rice and curried mysteries, far from a chicken corma, 

 

Football cricket, fun and games, on the beach in the pouring rain,  

Swimming fully clothed, I felt a little insane, 

 

My indian salon experience, oh life what a treat, 

Told to wear a pillowcase and sit quietly on the seat, 

 

Maddie and I sat in hysterics, much to their despair,  

The novelty of henna, a face rub and waxing our arm hair, 

 

When Rohan had a birthday, the celebrations lasted forever,  

The food the beer pong and performances, will be forgotten never,  

 

A girl to drink in Berhampur, must be something new,  

Unfortunately it was tainted, with thoughts of Beppe having a poo,  

 

After a days coaching, the Tamnar visits have been class,  

Show me the fried food, forget the increased body mass,  

 

One day we did stop, before being interrupted,  

But something big had happened, something had erupted,  

 

We raced back on the bullet, as Rohan was flapping,  

Instead it was whiskey time, this project just got massive, 



And so the grand finale, the 5K barefoot run,  

The build up had been stressful, but the day was so much fun,  

 

Back to the UK for me, to let the shoes for schools fund grow,  

I hope this makes an annual event, but for now we're not to know, 

 

I'll remember fondly the people I've met, and the children I've coached here,  

You guys have been incredible, when I leave I'll shed a tear, 

 

In such a short space of time I've learnt so much, although a ditz I often seem,  

I have really enjoyed working with, all the Khel Vikas development team, 

 

I'd like to say some thank you's, before I leave this post, 

Starting with Suheil, you've been such a lovely host,  

 

Aman I've felt looked after all throughout my stay,  

Thank you for your helpfulness, always happy to brighten the day, 

 

A big thank you to Cormac, for your guidance, knowledge and wisdom,  

I am without doubt that soon enough, this will be an S&C kingdom, 

 

A Rohan sized thank you to Rohan, you need anything he's your man,  

Unless he's watching the tennis, he's a dedicated fan,  

 

Thank you to desk friend James, your entertainment value is unreal, 

Even when you've had to sit through, a day of my crazy spiel, 

 

Thank you's to the Gram Vikas team, Yuona, Beppe, Anna, Dan and Maddie,  

Added to the hilarity and helped prevent a meal time paddy, 

 

Khel Vikas and Pro4sportssolutions, it's really been a blast,  

I actually didn't realise, 8 weeks could go so fast.  

 

A lesson I have learnt, and will treat as a life long law, 

When opportunity knocks, to always open the door. 

     

- Hannah Longster 



 


